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ics and excited state spectroscopy. He will be presented
the award (including a 91000.00 cash prize) atthe Ohio
State Symposium on Molecular Spectroscopy, Thurs-
day, L4 June 1984. There will be a special iession of
invited speakers arranged in honor of the recipient. The
winner of the Williams-Wright Award is Robert Jacob-
sen of Battelle Columbus Laboratories. The award (again
a $1000.00 cash prize) will be presented at the Pitts-
burgh Conference, Atlantic City, on Thursday after-
noon, 8 March 1984. There is a special symposium of
invited speakers arranged in recognition of Jake's re-
search. At the FACSS meeting in September, the Co-
blentz Society was pleased and honored to host the pre-
sentation of the Ellis Lippincott Award to Dr. John
Overend, Professor of Chemistry at the Univ. of Min-
nesota. John has made innumerable contributions to vi-
brational spectroscopy and was the first Coblentz Award
winner. The Lippincott Award is sponsored jointly by
the Coblentz Society, the Optical Society of America,
and the Society for Applied Spectroscopy. The Coblentz
Society was also proud to jointly present the FACSS
student award to Mr. Steve Chin, graduate student, Univ.
of Florida. The Coblentz Society is very proud to make

Al Harvey addressing our meeting at FACSS

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

I am pleased to report that the Coblentz Society is
inoving at a very rapid pace and there are many changes
;aking place. First of all, I'd like to congratulate Profes-
sor Stephen R. Leone, of the Univ. of Colorado, for being
the next Coblentz Award winner. Steve has had an im-
pressive record in modern chemistry of reaction dynam-
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It is weli known that spectroscopists are staid and serious people

these worthwhile tributes to outstanding spectroscopists
and is actively seeking new ways to help students, to
recognize quality science, and to encourage innovation.

One of the rapid changes that is being made in our
Society is in membership. We are currently attempting
to increase our membership and our data base on each
member. We are endeavoring to improve our commu-
nication with the membership by increased mailings and
informative newsletters. Jim de Haseth is our new mem-
bership chairman and is doing an outstanding job.

Future issues will further detail the activities of the
Society but, succinctly, we are very much involved in
organizing the instrument exhibit at the Ohio State
Symposium, and in becoming much more involved in

West Coast affairs-especially the Asilomar Confer-
ence-and, concomitantly, in student involvement in the
Society. We are especially interested in digitization
standards, spectra of solutions, biospectroscopy, and
many other matters of importance to spectroscopists.

The Coblentz Society is selling T-shirts. These were
a smash hit at several conferences last summer and we
are sold out. However, we now have a new, even "jazzier"
T-shirt which is available at lower cost than the eariier
editions. Spectroscopists really have more fun, so get
your T-shirt now while the supply lasts.

Finally, I'd like to announce that the Coblentz Society
will be 30 years old in 1984. In commemoration of that
event, we are planning a gala affair at the FACSS Con-
ference in September 1984. Professor James Durig is the
chairman for planning and he would welcome any ideas
or suggestions the membership might have in making it,
a success.

Ar,enRr B. Henvnv, Presideni
The Coblentz Society

SPECTROSCOPIC FORECAST
THE END OF THE LABORATORY COMPUTER

T. Hirschfeld

The triumphal march of the computer through sc;-
entific research, and of course through the IR or Rama
laboratory, shows no signs of abating. In fact, it is stir
accelerating. But the cast of characters of this procesl
is about to undergo a dramatic change.

The initial successes of computerized spectroscop
were precipitated by the replacement of large tinie
shared central processors with minicomputers attachel
to or built into the instrument itself on a one-on-on.
basis. The giant strides occurring in the power and pr o
duction efficiency have made available scarcely conceir
able (and very incompletely exploited) levels of cor,'
puting power available to anybody who can afford tl,
30-50K price tag involved.

Abram Davis at the ASTM E-13 Committee meeting on IR
copy
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spectroPeter Sorokin giving the Coblentz Lecture at the Ohio State Sympo-
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Larry Mertz at the FT-IR Conference

The next step of the laboratory computer evolution,
which will make their use universal and the existence of
noncomputerized instruments obsolete, will be the gen-
eral use of personal computers in the laboratory.

Two driving forces will power this change. The first
are the incredible economies of scale possible for com-
puters selling at a -106 units/year rate(!). We have al-
ready arrived at a situation where some of these person-
al so-called microcomputers contain more hardware, and
are more powerful, than minicomputers of considerably
higher cost.

Common principles of production economics indicate
that when one device has production volumes 400 times
larger than another, even the advantages of local man-
ufacture versus outside buying cannot overcome the
economy of scale. It follows therefore that personal com-
puters, which will certainly outsell instrumentation by
even wider margins, will always be able to provide more
hardware per dollar than a computer specifically built
for an instrument.

It is well known that in modern computers, software
costs considerably more than hardware. While this is
well known, it is not true. It ceased to be true (except
for some "whatever the traffic will bear" holdovers) when
personal computers added a couple of zeroes to the over-
all market size. Because the inherent effects of scale are
even more dramatic in software than in hardware, the
few software manufacturers who try to maintain their
future product prices substantially in excess of $100.00
will be taught a bitter lesson by the market (or by the
pirates!).

A side remark: There is one kind of software whose
,-overall value (if not unit value) will be increased sharply

y the universalization of computers, and that is data.
Jata base production, dissemination, piracy, quality
control, and consolidation will be at the forefront of the
spectroscopic state of the art in coming years.

But all of the above would mean little if prrron"io--
puters were not up to the job, as some purists have been
known to maintain. Here, however, we must be thankful
for video games, whose demand for high resolution, fast-
moving pictures is driving the market requirements for
personal computers beyond the specs needed for first-
class laboratory spectroscopy. The rapid progress in this
area is due not only to the computer manufacturers
themselves, but to that cheerful band of entrepreneurs
collectively known as the "add-on" manufacturers.

There seems to be a loophole in all this. I have been
talking about developments that will fully mature in 2,
3, or maybe even 4 years. But this does not generate a
grace period. The lifetime of a computerized instrument
is 8 years, and its development cycle is about 2 or 3
years. Any instrument whose design starts today will
spend more than half its lifetime competing against in-
struments based on personal computers.

I will not say that as of today we have seen the last
instrument development effort not based on a personal
computer. I do say, however, that we have seen the start
of the last successful instrument development effort that
does not use a personal computer.

HISTORY OF THE COBLENTZ SOCIETY

by A. Lee Smith

During the late 1940's and early 1950's the then new
field of chemical infrared spectroscopy was the subject
of rapidly growing interest. Double-beam spectrometers
had become commercially available; new techniques, ac-
cessories, and instrumentation combined with a growing
body of applications kept the field in rapid ferment. The
summer symposium at Ohio State University, Colum-
bus, and the spring Pittsburgh Conference brought to-
gether groups of spectroscopists to exchange informa-
tion and solutions to problems both by formal papers
and informal discussions.

It was apparent that while infrared was not a primary
field of research, it provided a common tool to attack
diverse problems. Further, a number of problems, such
as reference spectra availability and retrieval, were of
common concern. From informal discussions held at Co-
lumbus in 1953, a Columbus Committee was formed to
consider the situation. This committee consisted of Drs.
Howard Cary, Bryce Crawford, Jr., R. A. Oetjen, Eugene
Rosenbaum, Van Zandt Williams, and Norman Wright.
The committee reported that there was need of an as-
sociation of infrared workers to provide the field with a
unified voice where necessary, and to keep the field in-
formed on matters of common interest. Recommenda-
tions as to the organization and functioning of the So-
ciety were also made, and suggestions for activities were
listed. It is interesting to review this list, which was:

Publish reference spectra
Keep abreast of related organizations which make de-
cisions that affect infrared
Produce an authoritative infrared book
Provide consultant and speaker listings
Serve as a communication channel between the field
and instrument manufacturers

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
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f.
g
b'

Pubiish specific analyses in compact form
Organize symposia on infrared to concentrate IR
pers at major scientific meetings

By June of 1954, plans for the new Society had been
fully developed, including the formation of an executive
committee and writing of by-laws. The name chosen was
"The Coblentz Society," after Dr. W. W. Coblentz, whose
post-doctoral studies at Cornell University in 1904 and
subsequent work at the Bureau of Standards had done
so much to demonstrate the potential application of in-
frared spectroscopy to the field of chemistry. Because
Dr. Cobientz was a physicist his work was not much read
by chemists, and it was not until the 1930's that rapid
further development took place.

The objective of the new Society was: "To foster the
understanding and application of infrared spectra." A
coroliary of this objective was to promote international
interaction between academic and industrial spectros-
copy.

The prime movers in the organization of the Coblentz
Society were Drs. Norman Wright of Dow Chemical and
Van Zandt Williams of Perkin-Elmer. Dr. Wright, a
physicist, joined Dow in 1937 with the assignment of
designing and building an infrared spectrometer. Four
months later, he was recording spectra of chemical in-
terest and in a few more months had demonstrated that
infrared represented a powerful new tool for character-
ization of pure materials and for analysis of mixtures.
His subsequent talks to ACS groups and his publications
provided a real impetus to the growth of the field. Dr.
Wright served as First President of the Coblentz Soci-
ety.

Dr. Van Zandt Williams was also a physicist, and was
initially a member of the infrared group at American
Cyanamid, where development work was going on along
the same lines as that done at Dow. He later moved to
Perkins-Elmer, where he eventually became Executive
Vice-President. He retained throughout his career a
strong interest in infrared spectroscopy, and served as
the first registrar of the Coblentz Society.

SOME ACTIVITIES OF THE
COBLENTZ SOCIETY

The Spectral Evaluation Committee generates stan-
dards for obtaining, storing, and reporting infrared
spectral information, and may consider soon the special
impiications in this area for extensive computer data
processing. The Archives Committee is charged with col-
lecting historical information on spectroscopy.

Our spectral publications program generates evalu-
ated spectral collections, which have seen enthusiastic
public acceptance, and supports many activities of the
Society.

Short courses, awards, special meetings, student ac-
tivities, audio courses, and a speaker's bureau are some
of the numerous ongoing activities of the Society, with
several new activities being planned.

THE WILLIAMS-WRIGHT AWARD
pa- RECIPIENTS

Norman Wright
1978

***

Norman B. Colthup
7979

***

Jeanette G. Grasselli
1980

Paul A. Wilks
N. J. Harrick

1981

***

Robert W. Hannah
1982

***

Harry A. Willis
1983

ANNOUNCEMENT

The 1985 International Conference on Fourier anC
Computerized Infrared Spectroscopy will be held in Ot-
tawa at Carleton University. Registration will take plact'
on Sunday, June 23rd, 1985. The conference will ope;,
on Monday, June 24lh and continue through Frida;;',
June 28th.

Program. Sessions will include:

-Plenary 
and invited lectures (morning)

-Poster 
sessions (afternoon)

-Equipment 
displays and demonstrations

-A full social program

Topics will include:

-"![lsl's y" in Infrared Instrumentation?

-Fourier 
Transform Spectrometers

-Computerized 
Dispersive Spectrometers

-Data 
Processing in Infrared Spectroscopy

-Near Infrared and Correlation Transform Spectros
copy

-High Resolution Spectroscopy

-Time-Resolved 
Spectroscopy

-Hyphenated 
Methods (GC-IR, LC-IR, TLC-IR, etc.

-Sampling 
Techniques

-ApplicationsAgriculture and Natural Products
Atmospheric, Stratospheric, and Astronomic Stui.

ies
Biological and Biomedical Studies
Industrial Applications
Polymers and Materials Science
Semiconductors and Solid State Science
Spectral Searching for Structural Assignment ar:

Identification
Surfaces and Microprobe Work

Posters. All contributed papers will be presenteci 
'

poster sessions. Contributions are solicited on all apsec,
of computerized infrared spectroscopy, including acqui-
sition, processing, analysis, sampling, interpretation c'
data, and advances in instrumentation. Detailed in-
structions will be sent in the summer of 1984 to thost
returning the enclosed reply form.
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